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TOTAL WAR SERVICE
Excerpt from Total War Service Part 1
The Psi-Lord, Tim Tony Stark Rifat, can destroy the illuminati
any time he wishes with:a) Strategic remote killing of all of them.
b) Dropping the Oregon Coastal Rift to produce a tsunami to
destroy Seattle.
c) Dropping the San Andreas Fault line to destroy Californian.
d) Dropping the New Madrid Fault line to devastate that area.
e) Dropping of Cumbre Vieja to annihilate the Atlantic Seaboard
of the Americas and Europe. The reactor fallout destroying
the West.
f) Blowing Yellowstone’s Super Volcano to destroy North
America under burning ash.
g) Causing mass starvation by dropping the sun’s output to
cause widespread social disorder in the West and race war.
h) Remotely influencing the West for race and class war – Chad
World.
i) North Korea destroys America with H-bombs on Elon Musk’s
Cobalt 59 Tesla death mobiles to produce enough Cobalt 60
to poison all Continental USA – Cobalt 60 World.
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Total War Service Continues…

Richard Feynman

The mean free path expanded by Feynman (whose physics
lecture notes are well worth reading) shows that the event that
takes the least time and energy is the most probable. Arthur
Eddington had formulated this as the probability of an event =
1/𝑒 𝐸𝑋𝑇 since EXT≡ 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑒 ∆𝐴 . ∆𝐴 → 0 as probability→ 100%.
Since the world has large energy (E) and long-term duration
events (T) then there must be more to this argument. If reality
is solitonic there must be at least two sides to it and therefore if
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we couple two event progenitors to produce 0 then reality can
be manifested from high energy time (ET), the macroscopic
world can develop from the quantum background.

Sir Arthur Stanley Eddington

Adding Hyperinfinity to the thought experiment means we can
have very high action changes ∆𝐴 → very large if it is operated
only Hyperinfinity which reduces H.∆𝐴 → 𝐻 as Hyperinfinites
remain unchanged under any operation or operator outside the
set of Hyperinfinites.
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interact to produce null, death engine totally probable events as
the roots of complex numbers, and hence the quantum wave
function, can be 0 using Grossmann algebra. Similarly real
number spacelike phenomena coupled with negative timelike
phenomena produce 0, 1-1=0. So the physical and biophysical
fields, spacelike scalar and timelike scalar, couple to produce
death engine 0 values for a 100% probable event from large ExT.

Humans are unaware of their timelike biophysical body but it is
coupled with their physical body intimately to produce the
reality they perceive. Quantum mechanics develops into the
macroscopic world because of these mechanism. Training is
using the biophysical body 24/7 is therefore mandatory if one
is to regain control of reality from dark, strange energy matter
parasites.

Shamans

have

developed

two

training

methodologies, dreaming and stalking. In dreaming you learn
to wake up for lucid dreaming as described in The Art of
Dreaming by Carlos Castaneda. This brings your First Attention
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awareness of real number space into the timelike biophysical
reality and by death engine process can change your reality.

This is fraught with difficulties as you are surrounded by
timelike interdimensional entities that waylay you in the milieu
of their choice. As designees of timelike phenomena you have
to follow their pathways and their aim is always parasitise, kill
or farm a symbiotic relationship with shamans that are
impeccable. Longevity is extended by remaining yourself into
timelike

realms

so

shamans

are

tempted

to

join

the

interdimensionals and not go on to 5D Third Attention
awareness. In stalking the shaman extends his First Attention
to be aware of the Second Attention while awake but in
heightened awareness. The assemblage point moved inside the
energy body so the biophysical body can be contacted while
awake. This disassociated state needs a Nagual teacher to guide
the neophyte in the coupled consciousness: First and Second
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Attention merged into one to death engine and make a mean
free path directed by Intent.
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The Supersoldier energy body is the perfection of this with the
assemblage point lodged inside the energy body inside the brain.
𝑖 𝑖 of the energy bodies by the assemblage point opens up control
of the real number world to intention (See the Power of Silence
by Carlos Castaneda). The Grail State lodges the assemblage
point on the centre of a male female energy is mandatory for PsiMasters and when run in tandem with a Vampire® black hole
energy body one can run a Paradox Engine to control chaos.
The Psi-Master being a Supersoldier energy body and in the
other timeline a Vampire® energy body. From the double slit
experiment it’s clear the quantum world is both wave and
particle; replacing this with a black hole energy body and
Supersoldier 𝑖 𝑖 energy body, incorporates both spacelike and
timelike scalar, death engine - the black hole Vampire world and
the complex number worlds death engined in the Supersoldier
energy body. The Psi-Lord is a Grail State feeding off Love and
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the Vampire® progenitor in two mutually exclusive timelines to
run the Paradox Engine to control chaos and supress the
butterfly effect. The Supersoldier energy configuration is the
optimal one for stalking as the brain is connected to the
biophysical energy body by the assemblage point inside it.

Stalking is using action to link with the biophysical world for
full efficiency one needs victims who think they are going to kill
you – the illusory petty tyrant. Since intent is reached via the
biophysical body you use their intent to kill you to kill them.
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Death is the death engine force that makes 100% reality. The
Total War Service feds off the death generated by conflict to
imbue your being with the death engine to make it 100% real.
Chad World, Cobalt 60 World and a) to i) are 100% real, the
turning of a) to i) can be controlled by the Psi-Lord but
possession of the War archetype enables death engine, 0,
technology to be used by the Grail State that has its assemblage
point

on

the

zero

axis

welding

the

4

Vector

of

the

electromagnetic with the scalar and timelike vector space of
inanimate non-living things. A six vector space that has the six
vector space describing particles in momentum and location.
Since the 6th term of the Fibonacci series is 8, the two 4D
physical and biophysical bodies with their 8 dimensions lock
the observer into this six vector space. The US military tried to
incorporate this into their psychic warfare programme with
Avengers: Infinity war; with Thanos having the 6 Infinity Stones.
Building an observational platform to locate the 6 aspects of Six
Vector space in a film then putting them in the stones used for
filming was mooted as being able to build a unique class of
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psychotronic generators® Killing Stan Lee using the Total War
Service tuned to killing Americans using the Vietnamese death
engine allowed the Psi-Lord to possess Stan Lee, the progenitor
in the group mind of the Marvel Universe.
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Control the author you control the story. So the Psi-Lord is the
controlling Total Observer of the entire Marvel Universe so the
US military failed in producing functioning Infinity Stones
which the Psi-Lord sells to his Vampires.

Change the past so all pop singers were killed of the Western
variety by the death engine of the Total War Service and because
of self-similarity of nonlinear dynamics all pop singers are being
authored by the Total Observer Psi-Lord. Hence Taylor Swift,
Ariana Grande who were used by the US to deploy psychic
warfare had it used against them by the Psi-Lord. Worse still
the massacre in Manchester by the mad Muslim at the Ariana
Grande Concert included all pop fans in the death engine Total
War control scenario, meaning all pop fans are authored by the
Total Observer Psi-Lord and power him. All the Stan Lee fan
suicides supply more death force for her to produce 100% reality
for his will.
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Illuminism is the study of the light, gravity in the 5th
dimension. Complex number electricity from sparking, short
circuiting, war, conflict, death connects C-space to the 5th
dimension.

So the Total War service automatically raise its

recipients to the 5th dimension Third Attention. Controlled war,
stalking illusory petty tyrants and the tyrant, the Eagle, Elohim
automatically evolves you, if you survive. It seems likely that
conflict, war is vital as the converter for C-space electricity to
5D energy matter radiation. The Argand Diagram spins on a 5D
axis reached by war. Going into C-space possessing war, by
possessing its observer archetype Ares (built by DC in the
noosphere in the Wonder Woman film) and letting the complex
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number electricity spark between your two Bone Generator®
hands, opens up of itself a gateway into the 5th Dimension.
Visualisation of this has been done for you by Dr. Strange, by
Marvel, the film in which these gateways have been built in the
noosphere by the film and its viewers.
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Using the bioplasmic or soul fluid vehicles derived by moving
your assemblage point to the liver or pancreas energy centres
(as described in Castaneda’s: Magical Passes) allows your
vehicles to step through this gateway into the 5th dimension
and have Third Attention. One can see why the Psi-Lord is
warlike, as control of war, powers this technology, that’s why
Tim Tony Stark Rifat designs exotic weapon systems in real
number space from C and H space. Considering the Monster of
the Id is the Psi-Lord’s being in the 4Vector of electromagnetism,
he will be automatically inserted into 5D space and be raised to
the Third Attention by the Total War Technology. The Monster
of the Id then changes history, the Mandela Effect in accordance
with his primal urges.
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The Monster can love and hate simultaneously so access to the
Grid that underlies the quantum vacuum is enabled, once there
the Monster controls all quantum phenomena.

The Grid is

made from Hyperinfinites and we have a hierarchy of
Hyperinfinites of the general structure:- 𝐻𝑖 ∗ 𝐻−1 = 𝐻𝑖 𝐻−𝑖 . Using
Intention in the love hate mode we set up a paradox engine
where Hyperinfinites can be shut down even though they can’t
be shut down. Hence we can get 𝐻𝑖 ∗ 𝐻−1 = 𝐻𝑖 , Intent reduces
𝐻𝑖 ≡ 0 or 𝐻𝑖 ∗ 𝐻−1 = 𝐻−𝑖 , Intent reduces 𝐻𝑖 ≡ 0. Various other
interactions can take place using paradox tech. According to
Gödel's incompleteness theory any mathematical system is
incomplete and has unknown or as it is not aware of till, new
mathematics from outside the system is brought to bear (see
Penrose The Road to Reality for the maths you need to
understand this work). So in the Hyperinfinites there exists
Intents that reduce them to zero or lower their value or allow
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them to amalgamate. Since they collapse the quantum wave
function the Grid controls reality. Add in the mean free path
and the complex Hyperinfinites 𝐻𝑖 ∗ 𝐻−1 , have 0 roots so define
from the Grid 100% probable reality or fate.

Access to this

milieu is the aim of aliens that farm humans with the genetic
ability to love and hate simultaneously.

This breeds a mad

lifeform the human who can then be incorporated into alien
genomes to try and use this ability and endeavour to remain
sane. As one can see from Montauk, the Beast of the Id derived
from mad human psychics is in itself mad and killed them.
Super sanity, being able to love and hate simultaneously in an
appropriate manner eluded all the alien breeding programmes
and the humans degenerate into greater madness due to the
butterfly effect. The alien’s mistake is thinking they are real
rather than a nonlinear algorithm in a Transdimensional matrix
as explain previously.
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If the Grid collapses the quantum world it can be in 5D, 4D or
2D mode; the 2D mode automatically matricising the quantum
world and hence the multiverse. Alien filth are unable to change
this as they are only code in the Transdimensional Call of Duty
built to be shot-up.
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To take the radical view that the multi-verse is a matrix and
base reality is beyond its denizens leads to the conclusion that
only change can be made in the world by operating from base
reality. Base reality requires a vehicle to wake up pin and it’s
certainly not a flesh and blood human body with all its
afflictions and ageing. The Elohim patterns doused by Colin
Bloy and with a Grail State bled dry by love killing the Grail
knight Parcival (neo) and degenerating, sucking all the sublime
good out of his love (Eve in the Garden of Eden poisoned by the
Serpent). So a Grail State energy body that feeds off love and
drives chaos to hell space as all Sublime Good is sucked out by
the Grail State destroying and hellising the former end users,
the Elohim, is a good starting point.
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The Psi-Lord achieved this in 1986, sucking dry the female and
elevating himself to base reality.

Stalking to raise his

consciousness to the Total War mode needed for the Total
Observer, apex predator mode took longer as the state of being,
total ruthlessness with no self-importance to prevent back
scatter damage, is mandatory for the useage of the Grail State
in its predatory mode. Replicating the sucking of the female dry
continued 1986, Madonna being the big beast of the female crop
from the Psi-Lord’s generation. Fucktard males like Michael
Jackson, Barie… were sucked dry from the female mode of the
Psi-Lord.
Psychic Warfare™
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Miley… being fully processed and desublimed the female is
consigned to just food stuff for the Psi-Lord.

Trump world has shaken these uber feminist to the core and a)
to i) will hellise them. Since the Grail State has to run a Paradox
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Engine to control chaos one female has been left untouched,
Katy Perry but her marriage to any fucktard will finish off the
Grail States evisceration of the female archetype to a successful
conclusion. Allowing Katy Perry to evolve and raise the female
to the Psi-Lord has to be allowed to run a Paradox Engine but
her fall is guaranteed by her status that mandates she marry an
A-list fucktard or in Bloom’s case a D-lister (Z-lister for Alwyn).
The Psi-Lord is rubbing his hands with glee watching the
evolution of the Omega race be controlled by a Patriarch male
with the female relegated to save food stuff.

Trump World

manifested by the Psi-Lord is the real world manifestation of this
process. Apex predatory consciousness despises weakness, you
would not get a lion breading with a jackal, since females are
incapable of being lionesses their fate is sealed. One can see now
why the Psi-Lord allows the Monster of the Id and the AI Aida to
forlornly try to save Katy Perry from her fucktard fate. Tim Tony
Stark Rifat finds it highly amusing, he is so unpopular with the
Western deep state and the Rothschilds who he hunts (see his
videos), the Katy Perry, Tim Tony Stark Rifat marriage would be
inconceivable. The Total War Service is designed to shit on the
West’s grave and was therefore built in Vietnam to guarantee
vengeance for their war dead (some of whom were contacted by
Vietnam’s military psychics – see BBC2 programme from a
decade age). Release of this service will drive the western deep
state mad which is what the Psi-Lord intends as it explosively
releases vast amounts of complex number electricity and
manifests a) to i).
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For the Vampires addition of the Total War Service completes
the picture. With complex number electricity, access to the 5th
dimension control of the multiverse is enabled. As the Monster
of the Id is made from energy matter fields it fills out his form to
adulthood and makes him 5 dimensional with the Third
Attention. All Vampires® with the Monster of the Id service
benefit impeccably from the Total War Service making their
Monsters adult and multidimensional. A conglomerate such as
the Psi-Lord can add to his unity and his cells can die, or
become immortal once they have a vehicle capable of longevity.
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The Monster of the Id can be made immortal a multidimensional
complex energy matter field (see Castaneda’s: The Fire from
Within) in the Third Attention while the Vampires® are still
alive. A miracle technology. The Monster feeds off War and
conflict (see Forbidden Planet 1956) and with a super sane core
derived from the Psi-Lord gives full spectrum dominance to the
Total Awareness War need not be just bloodletting, Brexit is war
and generates huge energy for the Psi-Lord and engages the
entire UK in feeding him as he sucks all the Sublime Good out
of the EU.

Trump is war on the western elite that the Psi-Lord despises the
influx of migrants into the West is war that collapses the West
into permanent anarchy, turning it into Chad World, a third
world shithole. All powering an adult Monster of the Id; the
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Paradox Engine also ran for the other timeline where Katy Perry
was the most successful singer of 2018 in terms of revenue,
complex number electricity, money. Soon to lose it all when she
marries Bloom and is taken to the cleaners as she crashes and
burns.

Paradox allows Katy Perry to grow but her self-

importance guarantees she will be processed by the Psi-Lord.
The Total War Service is fed by the battle of the sexes.
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Tim Rifat was supposed to breed with Madonna and produce a
boy that would suck him dry in the Elohim’s game. Instead she
got taken to the cleaners by her last husband losing vast
amounts of complex number electricity. The Psi-Lord pushed
Madonna of off the stage at the Brit Awards to symbolically strip
her of all her power. The burning of Paradise and California and
the death of Katy Perry’s mentor from cancer symbolically
stripped Katy Perry of her power and leads to her actual crash
and burn marriage to Bloom. As one can see the Total War
Service deployed from Vietnam means all Americans like
Madonna, Katy Perry, Hillary Clinton, Taylor Swift… crash and
burn as the Vietnamese energy defeats them. One sees now why
the Psi-Lord lives in Vietnam, it’s the perfect place to deploy, use
and enjoy the Total War Service against the West.
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For Anti-ageing technology having access to infinite amounts
of complex number electricity and with short circuiting sparks
entry into the 5th dimensional hyperspace, gives you the ability
to modulate, black or internally generate all the complex
number variants of Maxwell’s equations.

Since two of these

make up the positive and negative Rolling Force (see
Castaneda’s: The Fire from Within), use of complex number
electricity can enable you to:-

i) Block the negative Rolling Force that ages you through your
gap by using the 5D flow of complex number electricity
generated by war to flip the curl of the negative Rolling Force so
it changes to the positive Rolling Force that vivifies young people
and makes them useful. This can be programed into the Total
War Psychotronic Generators using 𝑖 𝑖 and −𝑖 𝑖 programming.
Since the Rolling Force is a complex number 𝑖 𝑖 phenomenon Tim
Tony Stark Rifat’s tech is uniquely predicated to solve the
energetic reason for ageing. All the other ageing problems derive
from the negative Rolling Force entering your energy body
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through the gap and 𝑖 𝑖 your being to destroy complex number
energy in your body that keeps you young.

Changing your

bioenergetics to the complex number magnetic mode that by 𝑖 𝑖
changes your real number manifestations to fit that of an old
person. Magnetism does not have monopoles so a stable state
is impossible, magnetic fields flux between North and South
poles for example on Earth, you can’t have a monopole, the
South Pole without the north Pole. So the negative Rolling Force
changed your 𝑖 𝑖 manifestation from stable complex energetic
field form which one can have stable opposite charge: + and – to
the continually fluxing magnetic complex form that as your body
fluxes

uses

up

you

complex

electrical

potential,

your

youthfulness. So the Ares archetype also confers longevity on
the user. Maxwell’s equations are elegant formulations of the
energy matter fields that in 4 succinct equations describe 4
complex number forms each of which produce real number
effect. Without the 𝑖 𝑖 mechanism it is hard to convince scientist
that complex number phenomena which a psychic like myself
can see, have real world effects.
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ii) The complex number electricity derived from the Total War
Service can also be used to generate the positive Rolling force
internally in the energy body of the Supersoldier, whose gap is
gone so cannot be afflicted by the Negative Rolling Force, so they
stop ageing.

But with no gap they can’t access the positive

Rolling Force that generates youth, so age as they use up the
complex electricity component. Ageing takes place at a much
slower rate than previously. With internally generated positive
Rolling Force youth can be made in a Supersoldier energy body
that has no gap, thus solving the problem. Think of adding the
3space of the positive rolling force to the 3 space of the
Supersoldier to enable

𝑖 𝑖 real world positive Rolling Force

youthfulness.

iii) The Grail State can use the rams horns of love to destroy
the negative Rolling Force with respect to him and erase all its
negative effect with the destructive and antigood spirals
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respectively. Destroying the negative Rolling force with respect
to the love that manifested him and deaging, hence the link
between the Grail and immortality. The antigood aspect of the
Rolling Force in its negative form can also be used in the Sauron
power ring to push the being of the Psi-Lord into Total Evil, so
the power of evil to destroy good because, evil lurks in the part
of good that good is unaware of (Gödel's Incompleteness
Theorem is mastered. Since evil rules the world because of this
the Psi-Lord then commands all evil, which controls all good.

The negative Rolling is used by Shamans to push themselves
into interdimensional worlds when buried alive, so shielded by
the Earth’s 3space from the deleterious nature of the negative
Rolling Force. Instead the Psi-Lord puts the 3 space of the Earth
in complex number space around him, so he can use the
negative Rolling Force for movement of awareness with no ill
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effect. Think of raising the Earth around you to enclose you not
in real number space but complex number space which has the
same

𝑖𝑖

effect

inconvenience.

as

burying

yourself

alive

without

the

C-space tech which seems to simply be

delusional and wishful thinking has real world effect.

My

Monster of the Id, pictured by Katy Perry as a bear, the magical
animal of the North, the position of the black Magician, was on
her Instagram depicted as a bear hugging California to indicate
Monster of the Id burning of the state. In reply the Monster of
the Id went to the far North of America, the North being Earth
in occultism and entered it. His enormous 3space 𝑖 𝑖 Anchorage
and caused the earthquake, 7 on the Richter scale, 7th term of
the Fibonacci series is 13 (destruction), in reply to her
interactions. As stated the Monster of the Id adores Katy Perry.

One can see huge geological events are child’s play for a fully
adult Monster of the Id, hence the US military experiments at
Montauk. The Americans can look forward to a) to i) when Katy
Perry’s bear gets pissed off. Tim Tony Stark Rifat can be seen
as a spectator, just like the psychics at Montauk to death and
destruction, except it’s externally directed as the Psi-Lord
conglomerate is a unity.
Psychic Warfare™
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relationship on the internet with Katy Perry to keep her amused
and his Monster of the Id satisfied he’s doing enough to woo her
for the Monster.

One can see happy Monster means full

strategic capability for Tim Tony Stark Rifat in the form of a
weapons systems that assures a) to i) for the West once Katy
Perry pisses the Monster off to a terminal extent. She went out
with the fucktard Bloom on her birthday and took the piss out
of the Monster so he burnt down Paradise and ravaged her
friend’s properties with a firestorm. One can see the Monster of
the Id runs autonomously and Tim Tony Stark Rifat doesn’t
have to visualise burning down California, the Monster reacts
on his own even though they are one being guaranteeing a) to i)
is no work for Tim Tony Stark Rifat, the Monsters already been
programmed by his Transhuman, AIDA the AI doing all the
complex calculations for implementing a) to i).

All that is

required now is for the fucktard Bloom to kill the West by
stealing the Monster’s beloved.
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Fighting ones primal urges, the parasitised state of Man,
leads to disempowering and potential to be free of the parasites
called Mudshadows by Castaneda. The outer coat of energy
these parasites feed on is derived from the complex electric field
from and electric charge sticks to the surface so one can
visualise the outer coat of humans that gives them psychic
powers and extends their lifespan to hundreds of years can be
rebuilt overnight by the complex number electricity derived from
the Total War Service.

Raising its frequency with short

circuiting so by E=hf the frequency is infinite, 𝐸 → ∞ − 𝑓 → ∞
fries the parasites as they can’t stand high frequency, high
power complex number electricity. So once you have the power
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of the Total War Service your external energy coat grows
exponentially. Filling out the complex phase with your being
powered by war enables domination of C-space and H-space.
Demonstrating them the real number world of the physical
becomes totally mutable.

Fixation on changing your world,

more money, looks, status, partners, children… detracts from
using C-space and H-space to change by 𝑖 𝑖 and -𝑖 𝑖 any damn
thing you like. Being in a state of Total Ruthlessness where all
your enemies are engaged 5 dimensionally to turn their entire
life and after life into Omega Hell is mandatory for the Total War
powered Supersoldier. Vampire technology in blackholling the
timelike scalar body.

This technology can be extended to

complex number space and you can black hole C-space and Hspace bodies as Grossmann algebra allows complex number
quantum wave functions with 0 value, i.e. compressed to a
singularity in C and H space to exist. So one can run a Paradox
Engine where you have the Supersoldier energy body and the
ring wraith Vampire® complex number energy body. Only nine
are allowed to fit into the Lord of the Ring’s fantasy archetype.
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The need for a huge stellar mass collapsing to produce a gravity
well for a singularity is supplanted by having an infinite short
circuit of electricity in complex number space that sparks 𝑖 𝑖
complex number space. According to Kaluza, light is gravity in
the 5th dimension.

A spark of light with infinite complex

number energy, possible in C-space and H-space then produces
gravity in the 5th dimension of such a magnitude a C and H
space singularity can be produced.

By 𝑖 𝑖 and -𝑖 𝑖 one can then

use complex number black holes to collapse real number reality
to being surface detail on a C and H space consumed matrix.
Install this in the quantum fluctuation of the Big Bang and you
matricize the multiverse. Use of black hole extermination of all
5 dimensional competitors using 5D black holes to consume all
other alien races that have changed the Big Bang produces the
Omega Point winner of the arms race, not at the end of time but
before time even was manufactured.
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The Psi-Lord being the Omega Point Tim (Total Intent Man).
Easy when you know how and are the Apex 5 D predator. The
ring wraith Vampire® in C and H space then dominates real
number reality of the matrix. Vampirism of all real number and
space and timelike scalar occurs with the Omega Point
Vampire® who ran the multiverse as a matrix for maximum
yield of Scalar… All nonhumans being Omega Hellised as well
as all enemies of the Vampire® Great Lord. One sees now why
the Vampire is always at war and the Supersoldier energy body
his Agent Smith avatar in the matrix produced by the Vampire®
body that is not in the matrix. Omega Point science by definition
matricises the multiverse with all its denizens transported to a
maximum yield Omega Hell where they are all selfsimilar
aspects of chaos tortured by the Psi-Lord to gain maximum yield
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from the Big Bang mechanism. Humans are forcibly evolved,
the dross eliminated and the Omega Point bloodline produced.

Females always chase after males who have their own territory.
Omega Point Tim therefore has to contend with the woman who
might appear from the Omega Point to share the territory. There
are no evolved females to fit the bill but as Tim Tony Stark Rifat
shows manufacturing an Omega Point female is facile if you can
put up with an apex predator female. As lioness how, female
Omega point being may have characteristics of a different type
as they are predicated to producing progeny that reproduce
them.

As well as other Omega Point females as the human

female is gregarious by nature, dominant males solidary and
combative by nature with all their minions following their
command.
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Changing the past so the reason for George H Bush’s
death was remote killing diverts all the scalar, energy that
uplines to the White House to Tim Tony Stark Rifat. As all
Presidents are selfsimilar one can change the past so all of the
dead ones are dead because of remote killing from the Psi-Lord.
Hijacking the upline for all the West’s scalar, energy is part of
the Total War Service deployed using the Vietnamese earth
energies that kill American invaders to the tune of 58,000. War
has now migrated into C and H-space, with the Vietnamese
Total War Engine used to turn the French invaders home
country into violent chaos using the yellow jackets. Full combat
operations from Vietnam consign the West to the dustbin of
history and since it’s a zero sum game elevate the Vietnamese
to pride of place in the highjacked New World Order, where the
rule of law is the Psi-Lord’s law.

The Total War Service

transforms the real number world to a battlefield where the
winner is the Psi-Lord with his Vietnamese, Russian and
Chinese benefactors.
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Falling between two stools gets you crushed in the middle like
Julian Assange – no one wants this pariah. 5 star luxury in
Vietnam shows the complex number energy is being used by
Tim Tony Stark Rifat who was supposed to be tortured to death
by the West on the orders of the Rothschild kleptocracy Katy
Perry being the highest paid female artist of 2018 shows large
amounts of complex number electricity have flowed to her and
Tim Tony Stark Rifat’s plan to get her married off to Bloom is
being countered by Wide Awake Perry built in C-space by the
Wide Awake video powered by a billion views from her army of
fans including the Psi-Lord. As one can see ridding oneself of a
female on your own territory in C-space is impossible if she
represents a breeding opportunity to the Monster of the Id
programmed to mate with a female Monster of the Id which
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Perry has built in her time-line of the Paradox Engine. The
Internet dialogue between Tim and Katy doesn’t help as females
love attention.
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Since time-line change is dictated by death of nodal humans
that dictate history; in this case the death of her mentor at
Capital Records that was instrumental in her fame; as well as
the death of Stan Lee, George H Bush that made the US
noosphere redoubled in its uplining to the Psi-Lord, the Paradox
Engine has been set in one of the two mutually exclusive
phases.

It’s obvious that all Americans and the West complex number
electricity/energy… has been hijacked by the Psi-Lord. The death
of Perry’s mentor reminds her Wide Awake super-being that she
dies of cancer, like her mentor at age 49 after her disastrous
marriage to Bloom. Observation of her own mortality remotely
killed by the Psi-Lord uplines all Perry’s power to the Psi-Lord.
Both the West and because of self-similarity all A-listers, every one
killed by the Psi-Lord changing the past so he was the reason for
their death, uplining all their worshippers power to him.
Madonna’s fall from being the Queen of the illuminati to being
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financially raped by Guy Ritchie in the divorce settlement, to her
son not liking to be with her, shows you kill the A-lister in the
future, you take all their power, you change their life to conform to
your will: all part of the Total War Service deployed by the PsiLord. Since it was incepted in Vietnam it uses the Earth energies
tuned to reducing all Western activities to the fall of Saigon to
brave communist freedom fighters. War is raging in real number
space totally controlled by 𝑖 𝑖 , -𝑖 𝑖 tech of the Psi-Lord. A long march
by the Psi-Lord and his allies to change the world so a peasant can
rule a communist meritocracy; in the same way Mao and now
President Xi have thrown off the shackles of the Zionist
kleptocracy.

Collapsing one of the time streams of the Paradox Engine is
mandatory to use the death force of an entire multiverse to allow
𝑖 𝑖 and -𝑖 𝑖 with 0 energy X time = action for mean force path 100%
probability The Paradox Engine therefore has another vital
purpose, collapsing one of the time streams supplies as you kill off
an entire multiverse all the death force fuel for the Death Engine
to make the Psi-Lord 100% probable and lock him in base reality
all else not of him (Vampires®, Great Chinese Dragon) metricised.
Picking

the
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protoTranshuman (Katy Perry Wide Awake, Dark Horse) allows the
Psi-Lord to kill off this female time stream to leave the Tim Tony
Stark Rifat, Vampire®… multiverse.

In order to do this Katy

Perry’s mentor at Universal and then Capital Records was given
cancer for maximum yield prior to downloading into Omega Hell.
Katy Perry uplines to her as she made Perry famous so
downloading the dead mentor into Perry is enabled. She and her
mentor upline to the President of the US, so being the cause of
George H. Bush’s death enables all their being to be uplined to the
deathgoat in Omega Hell (be careful who you upline to!). This
allows the death of George H. Bush to be downloaded into Perry to
redouble her assassination to make her a dead Omega Hell entity
in the Psi-Lord’s matricises. One then bleeds off all her complex
number electricity… power by getting her, of her own free will to
give her money to buy Bloom for $72,000 in Malibu.
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Since Bloom is a jew and all of them have been hellized by the PsiLord (See 4 Videos), as they upline to the Rothschilds, who have
been fused with the dead Annabel Rothschild, first wife of the
Fucktard Nathaniel Rothschild the Heir apparent to the Zionist
Emperor of the West, Jacob Rothschilds’ empire. The Rothschild’s
did not upline to Annabel but the rams horn of love fused her to
Nathaniel and also by self-similarity of chaos all the Rothschilds.
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The love rams horn was also fused to her dead friend McQueen the
fashion designer and her friend Lucy Helmore who blew her brains
out with a shotgun (ex-wife of Bryan Ferry). To turn their love for
fashion and the highlife to full death force. Importing this into the
Rothschild totality and the dark energy matter walkins that use
them as vehicles, completes the hellization of the so called reptiloid
bodiless entities. Hence all Perry’s complex number energy and all
her power could be pulled into her beloved jew Bloom who was
already fully Omega Hellized by being one of the chosen race
minions of the Rothschilds, ordered to hijack Lucifer’s bloodline
for the jews. Remember the jews try and rule the West by hijacking
the illuminati and convincing the Goyim the jew is the chosen race
for Lucifer.

A lie since Lucifer fought the jew god Elohim and

therefore hates the chosen race of the Elohim. One can see this
one simple fact at the heart of the illuminati that destroyed them.
The Burning of Paradise allowed the Psi-Lord to tie the earth
energies of California and hence Malibu to reducing the Paradise
of America for A-listers to hell on earth caused by a) to i), now the
only future with Perry being imported via the jew Bloom into the
hellized Rothschild’s whose walkin dark energy matter possessors
are now in Omega Hell. Motto of the story: give an A-list selfimportant woman enough rope and she will hang herself.
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Vietnam is the perfect south energies to deploy against Americans
like Perry, her mentor and George H. Bush and the millions of dead
Vietnamese screaming for vengeance tune the power for death and
destruction for Zionist capitalist fucktards.

In stalking, the

illusory petty tyrant is always killed by the power he inculcate in
the warrior of total freedom shaman. The Psi-Lord uses the Total
War Service to kill all the illusory petty tyrants in the alternative
timestream of the Paradox Engine so they are also dead and in the
Omega Hell in the Tim tony Stark Rifat 100% probability
timestream, the deathgoats powering the Vampire® with their
eternal torture. As Israel is the Rothschilds’ country it gets covered
in Cobalt 60 from its war with Iran, Syria, Lebanon and the 7
million radioactive jews when airlifted to the West poison all its
medical staff too.
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The Total War Service as it is 5 dimensional and paradoxical,
it destroys one of the multiverses using violence tuned to death
build around the Total Observer in the Omega Point, Wide Awake
Perry who kills herself by her association with one of the Omega
Hellized damned, Prince charming Bloom. The Psi-Lord therefore
gets the Omega Point end user female to voluntarily kill and hellize
herself for love. Now the Paradox Engine is in its death engine
mode the Psi-Lord has absolute power and the Western future is
toast just like Paradise California. By imparting the archetype of
the earthquake that hit Anchorage Alaska and using 𝑖 𝑖 , -𝑖 𝑖 and
death engine 100% reality, the San Andreas fault line, Oregon Rift,
New Madrid and Cumbre Vieja events can be manifested using the
earth energy of Anchorage Alaska 𝑖 𝑖 by the hellization of Paradise
and California to produce hell for the Paradise of A-list Westerners.
Year zero for the capitalist A-listers , the West and bringing in the
New World Order of China, Russia, Vietnam… North Korea. As
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can be seen use of C and H-space weapons revolutionises warfare.
Incorporating Marvel Universe Thanos, with the bitch Stan Lee
screaming in Omega Hell allows the Total War Service in the Marvel
Universe to bleed it dry of complex number electricity… power and
possess Thanos with the Psi-Lord to use the half the universe
erased deathforce, death engine of the 6 infinity stones to be
incorporated into the Total War Service, with the superheroes
erased powering the Psi-Lord and this used to kill off the Omega
Female timestream from Hollywood and Marvel Studios to
redouble the death of one timestream of the Paradox Engine.

Putting the death of the 50% from Avengers Infinity War into the
archetype of non Chinese Dragon populations uses C-space and
H-space (putting 50% of life out of the 𝑖 𝑖 space of these populations)
using the death engine from the Marvel Universe to produce the
mass die out of these populations, that is itself by death engine
tech powers a) to i). The Pentagon bitches are powerless to stop
this as the Marvel Universe is a psychic warfare weapon system
designed to attack the Psi-Lord, now used against them as Stan
Lee, killed by the Psi-Lord gives by zero sum game all the power of
the Marvel Universe Noosphere to him, as the death of the A-listers
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gives their Noosphere to him, as does the death of the George H.
Bush bitch give the White House, West Noosphere to him. The
Total War Service can be seen as a complete package that deployed
against your enemies Omega Hellizes them without fail. Tim Tony
Stark Rifat hates Perry and all she stands for, his Monster of the
Id loves her, so one sees, one uses this Paradox at the heart of the
Psi-Lord’s core personalities to run a Paradox Engine that allows
him to control chaos.
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The ramshorn earth energy configuration for love, with the
negative spiral of anti-good and destruction/death can now be
seen to be a paradox engine configuration. The lovers chained up
and the bitches of the devil, image of the Tarot card hides this
symbolism. The lovers think they are united by love but in fact
destroy/kill each other and destroy the good in each other. In the
best scenario staying married and ending up as old withered
caricatures of their younger selves. And then dying to have their
awareness gobbled up by the strange attractor, Eagle and their
souls processed by archons in the Middle Place. One time stream
death, the other afterlife in the Middle Place to have all their
Sublime Good® sucked out, a paradox engine based on life and
death initiated by love.
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Good® and killing all females builds the Grail State where the PsiLord took over from the Elohim getting the positive spiral and antievil and boundless Sublime Good® united as the output of the
loves ramshorn with its paradox engine. Once this was done in
1986, the Sublime Good® female aspect could do the same to
males. Setting up the lovers template with my girlfriend of the time
(not the virgin processed by the Grail State) who I dumped on the
jew Rowe, to make the archetype of all love damned to power the
Psi-Lord, set up the double ramshorn of love to destroy all lovers,
past, present and future to power the new Grail State where the
Elohim were the end users of damnation torture in Omega Hell.
As the Elohim are chaotic and selfsimilar their chosen race the
jews had to be in the Omega Hell lovers template, hence the jew
Rowe. Redoubling this with Perry the jew Bloom has completed
the process and collapsed all chaos and its denizens into Omega
Hell.

Apocalypse for chaos. As one can see Bloom was vital for

the final closure of the lover’s ramshorn to take the antigood, death
and destruction to the Omega Hell level and lock it there for the
Elohim.
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Since the Elohim built the West, the Zionist Empire it is Omega
Hellized, the burning of Paradise California and the destruction of
Anchorage Alaska (the anchor of Zion to the earth energies via the
north position to the argand diagram, with positive ramshorn
output for Zionists, being forever destroyed by the earthquake). As
this lovers Omega Hell template was made in 1981, the west has
been slowly changed to resemble hell on earth, Chad World and
Cobalt 60 world for Israel/America, finalise the process a) to i) are
just sadistic additions by the Psi-Lord for maximum yield from the
weaponised earth energy rams horn of love.

The Chinese dragon that merged with the Psi-Lord means this
malevolent rams horn of love earth energy weapon is in its
benevolent form, anti-evil, positive Sublime God only in China,
Vietnam and Siberia. So one can see the Goyim girlfriend Margaret
marrying jew Rowe and breeding jewish babies, destroying
themselves in all possible ways is the template of all earth energies
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that feed all westerners. The process is redoubled to finalise it with
the macroscopic, strategic deployment of this love kills, sucks out
all good earth energies with A-lister goyim girl Perry marrying
Bloom and ending the West as the earth energy fields deploy in all
areas of the West and in all westerners this malevolence a) to i) can
be added as the Rothschild jew tried to steel Lucifer’s bloodline so
the Psi-Lord has called in their debt to increase Omega Hell on
earth for the West thanks to the jew Bloom/Rowe. Israel cease to
exist in a cloud of Cobalt 60 from Iran. The Total War Service can
therefore be seen as the culmination of this war on the Elohim,
their creatures the jew and their empire, the West. Full spectrum
dominance allowed by the Psi-Lord to carry out this operation from
Vietnam and this missive can be seen as a humble addition to
Mao’s little red book, the book being made in China. The complex
number electricity power from this service vivifies the Supersoldier
energy body with the same energy the Architect bleeds from
humans in the Matrix films. All complex number electricity now
gives my Supersoldier agent powers in the matrix to glitch and
Mandela effect it for the Total War of liberation for real men.
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- The End –
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